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Parables is a series of short horror fiction by writer and editor Mae Murray (The Book of Queer

Saints). In Scales Fell From Her Eyes: Parable #1, a curious wolf contends with a ruthless winter
as human settlers encroach upon her pack's territory during the Klondike Gold Rush.

Scales Fell From Her EyesMae Murray Born in early morning under birch tree, born in snow
painted red with her mother's spill, she had only ever known barren earth, packed hard and
frozen underpaw. Everything around her: gray, black, white—high contrast—sharp as instinct,

sharp as smell of elks' blood cutting through cold air like arrow, like bullet, cutting like hunger.
This land was a jagged place, and she hardened like a diamond pressed between its palms.

Run. Grow big and run. Run with them, the seven whose fur she buries her muzzle in to sleep—if
sleep came. The whole world rushing, always rushing toward her. Even when she sleeps, every
sound the forest makes an omen, every hot breath from a jackrabbit's nose a calling: Run. Catch.

Thrash. Feed. All of it, all of it, every day forever until death closes its mouth over her eyes like a

dream, the air stops coming, body grows stiff like earth. Then, more life, growth, death, over and

over—and that is what it was to be a wolf. Sometimes she grew restless, more restless than the
others, left them sleeping in dark, twilight gray at the mouth of the cave as she did what she

should never do—go off alone. When she was alone, the world was no longer so fast to pass
her by, and she could stop and turn over a cake of packed snow with her nose, smell every paw,

hoof, and foot that had trod there and know, for a moment, what History was, and that foolish

curiosity that had led wolves before her to early rot. Each time she went, she tried to go a little
further than the time before, always following the river downstream so as to find her way home

more easily. The river every day growing murkier with ash, with sewage, dead fish floating to the

surface of the thin ice, preserved beneath on their sides with one wide-staring eye, mouths
frozen in perpetual cry. They had swallowed so much sickness as to blacken their scales, eaten

from the inside out, tar bursting from gills.◆◆◆ White men came for gold, would do anything for
gold, would die in avalanche for gold, freeze and starve to death for gold. White men came and
cut living trees, cleared the way for their boomtowns. It was a mean place made meaner by

blighted hopes, White men promised plenty and finding famine. White men despairing in the
isolated Yukon, White men reaping Hell for their greed. They forced the native Hän downstream,

killed the native Hän for gold, spread their sickness to the native Hän's men, women, children,
and to the fish they relied upon.
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Hailey P, “Lush story. A beautiful short story of striking atmosphere, vivid imagery, and lush
prose. I won't do that thing where people knock a rating because they wanted more, this is a
glorious short story, BUT I would love to read a longer work told with Mae's enchanting voice and
powerful energy.”

The book by Mae Murray has a rating of 5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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